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The present paper structural and semantic the representation of the category of impersonality in the linguistic view of the world.

The object of the study is the phenomenon of impersonality in the linguistic view of the world.

The subject of the study is impersonal sentences in the English language.

The aim of the research is to study the main means of expression of impersonality taking into account different types of this category.

Tasks: On the base of the study of the impersonality in linguistics to find out the content of this category, to define the main semantic types of impersonal sentences and to characterize their structural peculiarities.

Chapter I focuses on the investigation of the category of personality and its representation in linguistics.

Chapter II is devoted to the origin of impersonal constructions, their structural and semantic analysis and their place among two-member sentences in the English language

The practical value: the theoretical material of the thesis can be applied while studying or teaching different courses of linguistics, in special courses on grammar study and the study of the category of impersonality.